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PG-PBS-27ton Pipe Bin  
 

Product Overview 

Petrogear pipe bins are used to make your well-site safer, more practical and more efficient. They can be used to store drill pipe 
at the rig site or as a container for transporting drill pipe by truck or barge.   

Pipe bins can reduce your rig time and trucking cost and can decrease on site accidents that may occur to personnel in contact 
with moving tubulars. Petrogear can manufacture custom made bins and transport baskets to suit your operation, making your 
hydraulic fracturing job, drilling or workover project run more efficiently and save time on rig moves.  

 

Standard Features 

o Stores 31Ft. / 9.5m 2-7/8” Joints - 24 joints per row, stacks 6 rows totaling 144 joints to a bin (21.6 Ton) 

o Designed to accommodate any oilfield tubular and fit on a standard truck trailer.  
o 2,500mm wide side access gate on both sides. 
o 1,885mm wide front access gate. 
o 12,100mm interior bin length can be partitioned into shorter length compartments. 
o Protectors, cross-x-overs, subs, handling equipment or fishing equipment can be stored in the spare end compartments 

of the pipe bin. 
o Additional end wall timber support for storage of partitions  
o Forklift pockets through the entire base 
o Third party load testing and inspection reports 
o Unit is sprayed with zinc-rich epoxy primer, epoxy mid/top coat & polyurethane clear coat  
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Specifications 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Dimensions 

 

Exterior Dimensions 13150mm (L) x 2446mm (W) x 1400mm (H) 

Working Load Limit 
WWL  

27 ton  Tare Weight Kg. 5450 Kg 

Color White RAL 9003 or special request 

Accommodates 

Drill Pipe  Cross -x-overs  

40Ft. / 12m Tubulars  Subs  

Drill Pipe Collars  Handling equipment  

Bottom Hole Assemblies Fishing equipment 


